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Fluorophores are ubiquitous in nature. Naturally occurring fluorophores are exceptionally stable and have
high quantum yield. Several natural systems have acquired fluorescent signature due to the presence of these
fluorophores. Systematic attempt to harvest these fluorophores from natural systems could reap rich
commercial benefit to bio-imaging industry. Silk cocoon biomaterial is one such example of natural system,
which has acquired a fluorescent signature. The objective of this study is to develop simple, rapid,
commercially viable technique to isolate silk cocoon membrane fluorophores and exploring the possibility
of using them as fluorescent dye in bio-imaging. Here, we report an innovative water glass (Na2SiO3) based
strategy to isolate the silk cocoon fluorophores. Isolated fluorophore is majorly quercetin derivatives and
exhibited remarkable photo- and heat stability. Fluorescence and mass spectrometric analysis confirmed
presence of a quercetin derivative. We further used this fluorophore to successfully label the silicate shell of
diatom species Nitzschia palea.

S
ilk cocoon is among the best examples of naturally evolved biomaterials which protect and facilitate
development of a new life1,2. Cocoon membrane possesses certain exquisite regulatory roles like CO2 gating,
temperature control, water-proofing and photo-protection3–7. Cocoon fibers have the necessary mechanical

strength to prevent physical damage to the dormant, developing pupae8. Recently it was reported that graphene
oxide could be synthesized from silk cocoon membrane9.

One of the least explored properties of silk cocoon is its acquired fluorescent signature. During early 19th

century, it was documented that the presence of flavonoid (mostly quercetin derivatives)10,11 and minor fraction
of carotenoid compounds12 in the cocoon membrane renders cocoon its acquired fluorescent nature13–21. It has
been observed that male and female larval cocoons differ in the type and concentration of these flavonoid
derivatives22–26. More recent studies have shown the UV shielding abilities of cocoon flavonoid derivative21.
Based on the status of current studies it could be concluded that cocoon fluorophore and similar compounds
on the cocoon are actually the modified versions of the precursor compounds present in plant leaves on which
larva is fed (Figure 1)27–30. Similar compounds have been extracted from the gut of silk larvae during its develop-
ment. No systematic efforts have been made to isolate these fluorophore molecules from silk cocoon and evaluate
their potential as fluorescent dyes.

Here we have used a ‘‘water glass’’ based strategy to isolate the fluorophores from silk cocoon. Chemically,
water glass or soluble glass is sodium silicate (Na2SiO3). Owing to its glassy appearance and water solubility, it is
commonly called water glass or soluble glass. For over 150 years, chemical industries have been producing water
glass. It has find wide range of applications in detergents, pulp and paper industries, adhesives, textile processing,
soil grouting, water and waste water treatment plants, oil reclamation, mineral ore flotation and as inorganic
binder31–33. In this study, we exploited the detergent, adhesive and binding nature of water glass to extract the
fluorophore from silk cocoon. On treating the silk cocoon membrane in an aqueous solution of water glass at
room temperature, we found that the fluorophore molecules gets adhered on or loosely bind to the surface of
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water glass molecule thereby creating a ‘‘waterglass-fluorophore ferry’’.
By suspending the ‘‘water glass-fluorophore complex’’ in methanol,
the fluorophore molecules get dissociated from the water glass and get
dissolved in methanol hence we could successfully extract the fluor-
ophores. On characterizing the fluorophores, we found a large fraction
of it to be a quercetin derivative. Since these fluorophores have the
ability to bind to silicate, we attempted to label the natural silica
frustules or cell wall of diatom, Nitzchia palea, with this fluorophore.
We observed that this fluorophore indeed label the silicate frustules of
diatom and thereby creating a ‘‘fluorescent diatom’’.

Results
Graphic summary. Figure 2 provides the overall graphic summary of
this study. The supplementary information (Figure S1a and S1b)

highlights the detailed protocol for the extraction of the fluoro-
phores from the cocoon membrane.

Fluorescent cocoon. Figure 3 shows the confocal fluorescent image
of the outer surface of silk cocoon membrane. The images indicate
the fluorescent signature of the silk cocoon. The presence of the
fluorophore could be seen in the interwoven silk threads of the
cocoon.

Water glass - fluorophore solution. In the next step, we treated the
cocoon pieces in aqueous solution of water glass. On treatment, we
obtained a fluorescent solution as observed under UV light (Figure 4
a, inset i, ii). The fluorescent solution indicates that the fluorophores
have leached out from the cocoon membrane into the solution. The

Figure 1 | Genesis of cocoon fluorophore. Plant quercetin is ingested and modified by silk larvae in its gut. This modification delivers fluorescence

property to the molecule. This modified quercetin is then exported on the cocoon surface.

Figure 2 | Outline for the extraction of fluorophores from silk cocoon. 1. Insect larva is feeding on plant leaves containing different flavonoids and

carotenoids. After feeding, the larva starts secreting silk fiber. 2. Silk fibers get woven around the larva and form a protective membrane called cocoon.

Cocoons contain various pigments from plant and as well as the pigments synthesized by the larvae. These pigments render the cocoon its acquired

fluorescent signature. 3. Cocoon pieces are reacted with aqueous water glass (Na2SiO3 1 H2O) solution. During the extraction process, the fluorophores

leaches out from the cocoon surface and bind or adhere on to the water glass surface. 4. The water glass crystals obtained after fluorophore extraction are

reacted with methanol, which removes the fluorophores from the water glass surface. 5. The dried fluorophores are then dissolved in water. 6. This

fluorophore solution is then applied to the diatom culture. The silicate shell of the diatom picks up the fluorophores and started to fluoresce. The red

colored filled circles in diatom pictures indicates the chloroplast in the diatom.
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UV-Visible absorption spectrum of the fluorescent solution con-
taining the ‘‘fluorophores 1 water glass’’ is recorded (Figure 4 b).
The maximum absorption was observed at a wavelength of 235 nm.
Further fluorescence studies were conducted at an excitation wave-
length of 235 nm and the maximum emission was observed at a
wavelength of 420 nm. We did not observe significant emission
following excitations at 488 nm as well as 543 nm (Figure 4 c).

‘‘Water glass–fluorophore ferry’’. We further dried the ‘‘fluoro-
phores 1 water glass’’ solution and observed the water glass crys-
tals under light and fluorescent microscopes. In Figure 5 (a,b,c,d) we
have shown the light and fluorescent microscopic images of pure
sodium silicate crystals (without fluorophore) in white light, UV,
blue (wavelength 488 nm) and green (wavelength 5 543 nm)
lights. In figure 5 (e,f,g,h) we have shown the microscopic images
of sodium silicate crystal with extracted fluorescent compounds from
silk cocoon at the above mentioned wavelengths respectively. The
fluorescence signals indicate that fluorophore molecules have
adhered or bind to the water glass.

Optimized protocol for the extraction of fluorophore. The detailed
optimization procedure for extraction of the fluorophores from the
silk cocoon membrane has been discussed in the supplementary
information. We optimized the following three critical parameters:
molar concentration of water glass, concentration of cocoon (w/v)
and the reaction time. It was observed that at concentration of
0.125 M, water glass leaches maximum fluorophores from cocoon
in comparison with other concentrations (figure S2a). Maximum
yield of fluorescence was recorded to be at 1% (w/v) weight of
cocoon/volume of water glass solution (figure S2b). Also it was
observed that one hour of reaction time is sufficient enough to
leach the fluorescent compounds from silk cocoon (figure S2c).
We also have repeatedly treated same cocoon sample with new
batches of fresh water glass solution. This result is represented in

figure S2d, which indicate the lowering of quantum fluorescence
yield following repeated treatments.

Comparative extraction studies. This molecule is soluble in aqueous
alkaline medium as well as in alcohol. Since some of the previous
studies have used methanol to leach out the fluorophores from
cocoon membrane17,21,25, so we evaluated the efficiency of the metha-
nol versus water glass based strategy. Results for both quantitative
(figure S3a, Supplementary information) and qualitative estimation
of comparison between untreated cocoon control (Figure S3b,
Supplementary information), water glass treated cocoon (figure
S3c, Supplementary information) and methanol treated cocoon
(figure S3d, Supplementary information) based strategy showed
that water glass based strategy is more efficient and more robust.

Photobleaching studies. The compound was observed to be fluore-
scently stable and active for three hours under constant excitation at
235 nm wavelength of light. Figure S4a (Supplementary informa-
tion) shows a constant fluorescence emission spectrum recorded at
wavelength of 420 nm for 3 hours.

Heat and pressure stability studies. Figure S4b (Supplementary
information) presents the fluorescence emission spectra of auto-
claved and non autoclaved fluorophores extracted using water
glass strategy. The results indicate the fluorophores remains stable
even after autoclaving.

Thin layer chromatography (TLC). To analyze the chemical nature
of the fluorophores content of the extract, we subjected it to thin layer
chromatography using methanol as a solvent. The chromatography
plate was observed under UV light. A single visible fluorescent band
appeared slightly above the starting point presented in figure 6a.

Mass spectroscopy. The fluorescent band from TLC was scratched
out and leached back in methanol. This solution was then analyzed

Figure 3 | Fluorescent cocoon. Microscopic images of outer membrane of silk cocoon when the membrane was imaged after exposing it to (a) white light.

(b) UV light. (c) blue light, 488 nm. (d) green light, 543 nm. Scale bar 5 500 mm.

Figure 4 | Light absorption and emission properties of fluorophore. (a) Optical image under UV light of (i) Blank aqueous water glass solution (ii)

Water glass solution following the extraction of the fluorophores from the silk membrane. (b) UV-Visible absorption spectrum of fluorophore.

(c) Fluorescence emission spectra of fluorophore at different excitation wavelengths.
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by mass spectrophotometer and the results are displayed in figure 6b.
The spectrogram yielded a peak at mass 302, which is equivalent to
mass of quercetin molecule. Normally it stays as dihydrate with
molecular weight as 338 but free molecule matches the strong peak
at 302. It also shows, peaks at mass 111 and 413 indicating that the
quercetin moiety might have some chemical modification of
molecular mass 111.

Fluorescent diatom. Diatoms cover a major group of algae com-
monly recognized by its characteristic silicate cell wall, a frustule.
These diatoms are purified from different sources (Supplementary
information, Figure S5 provides the necessary details of diatom
purification and culture). Nitzschia is a diatom genus which can be
identified by its characteristic frustule geometry and position of
chloroplast. This diatom has a spindle shaped bilaterally symme-
trical frustule with two distinctly placed chloroplasts at each end.
The frustule and chloroplast can be visualized using normal light
microscopy. Chloroplast can also be visualized in fluorescence
microscopy. It is observed that chloroplast has a characteristic red
optical fluorescence when observed at wavelengths ranging from UV
to green light (Figure S6 a–f, Supplementary information). This
property of chloroplast is due to auto-fluorescence of chlorophyll

molecule (Figure 7a–7c). On the other hand, diatom silicate frus-
tule does not show optical fluorescence at any wavelength. Frustule
can be visualized using scanning electron microscopy (Figure S6 a, d,
d.inset). Our objective was to evaluate the ability of the silk cocoon
fluorophore, to binds naturally occurring silicate matrix or the glass
house covering of the diatom. Such a technique will help us to
visualize the silicate shell, independent of the chlorophyll molecule.
Extracted fluorophore fluoresces differently when excited by UV,
blue and green light (figure 5 f, g, h). This property distinguishes it
from the auto-fluorescence of chlorophyll. The difference in fluore-
scence patterns of control and fluorophore treated diatom can be
clearly observed in figure 7a–7c and figure 7d–7i respectively. When
normal Nitzschia was visualized in fluorescence microscope, only
chloroplast appeared red in every filter with no fluorescence from
silicate frustules (Figure 7 a–c and supplementary information,

Figure 5 | ‘‘Water glass-fluorophore ferry’’. Light and fluorescence microscopic images of (a–d) blank sodium silicate crystals, scale bar 5 50 mm.

(e–h) crystals of sodium silicate obtained after fluorophore extraction, scale bar 5 100 mm. The nature of the light and their respective wavelengths at

which the crystals were images: (a), (e) under white light. (b), (f) under UV light. (c), (g) under blue light, 488 nm. (d), (h) under green light, 543 nm.

Figure 6 | Analysis of the chemical nature of the fluorophores. (a) Thin

layer chromatography of fluorophore sample showing a distinct

fluorescent band in the UV light. This fluorescent band was isolated and

subjected for MS analysis. (b) Mass spectrogram of fluorophore showing

distinct peaks at molecular mass of 111, 302 and 413.

Figure 7 | Fluorescent diatom. Fluorescence confocal microscopic images

of Nitzschia. (a–c) Control represents N. palea without fluorophore

addition and (d–i) test 1 and test 2 represents Nitzschia with fluorophore

addition. Light filter and its wavelengths used for imaging - (a), (d), (g)

blue filter, 543 nm. (b,e,h) green filter, 488 nm. (c), (f), (i) are the merged

images from respective groups. Scale bar 5 5 mm.
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Figure S6). But when the fluorophore was added to the Nitzschia
culture, frustules started showing fluorescence as that of the fluo-
rophore as seen in figure 7f and 7i. This offers an opportunity to
observe the fluorescence of both frustules and chloroplast separately.

Discussion
The key finding of this study is the lateral shift and conservation of
the flavonoid molecules across the diverse life forms which have
adapted in different ecosystems. In this study, we showed that the
flavonoid molecules, which are synthesized by the plants for plethora
of applications including UV protection27–30, transferred from the
plants to the larva via food. Inside the body of the larva, the flavonoid
gets chemically modified which might have some unexplored evolu-
tionary significance10–13. Then this modified molecule becomes part
of the cocoon through silk gland exudation. In the cocoon, it prob-
ably serves the role of UV protection coating21 as it also does in the
plants30. In natural condition, the presence of this molecule on the
surface of cocoon, may also be related to its antioxidant property, as it
could readily donate hydrogen to scavenge free radicals27–30. Thus,
why it is so much embedded on the surface of cocoon may have some
biological role to protect the cocoon from reactive oxygen species
(ROS) generated in the environment. On isolating these flavonoid
fluorophores, they exhibited the ability to fluorescently label the
silicate shell of diatom. Hence, we observed that through food chain
the flavonoid molecules are transported from the plant kingdom to
insect kingdom and then it was used to label the glass casing of
diatoms. This understanding surely raises the possibility of using
such simple ubiquitous biocompatible flavonoid fluorescent mole-
cules as fluorescent probes for different bio-imaging applications.

A relevant debate could be made to derive fluorophore directly
from the plants, instead of isolating it from the silk cocoon. This
point is extremely important to address, since the genesis of the
fluorophore is from the flavonoids like quercetin, which are present
in the plants then consumed by the larvae and further secreted out by
the larvae to construct the silk cocoon. On investigation, we found
that silk larva has a significant role in making fluorophore. We com-
pared the fluorescence and staining abilities of pure quercetin with
the isolated silk cocoon fluorophore. We found that pure quercetin
did not have same fluorescence as the cocoon fluorophore, nor it
could stain diatom. This supports the theory that quecetin is being
modified in the gut of the larvae, which renders its enhanced fluor-
escence and staining property21.

Currently PDMPO, HCK-123, NBD-N2, silane-FITC complexes,
and rhodamine are among the commercially available fluorescent
dyes which have been used for staining biosilica of diatoms
(Table 1)34–37. Interestingly, all of the listed dyes are synthetically
derived while some of them are mutagenic38. On the other hand,
fluorophore used in this study is obtained from a natural source
and in addition to having a remarkable fluorescence, this fluorophore
also show UV shielding property21. A comparative study between the
rhodamine and silk cocoon fluorophore in staining diatom is docu-
mented in the supplementary information (Part V, Figure S7). A cost
analysis of the different synthetic fluorophores and the natural
cocoon fluorophore is given in the table S2 (Part V, Table S2) which
clearly indicates that if commercially exploited for large scale pro-
duction, cocoon derived fluorophore could be a obtained at a fairly
cheap price with respect to the other synthetic fluorophores. In the
supplementary section, the economics of the proposed silk fluoro-
phore industry is given.

Fluorophore obtained from silk cocoon has an optical advantage
that it could be fluorescently visualized at different wavelengths. Such
unique property gives user a flexibility to use multiple probes for
labeling in an experiment. Reason behind silk cocoon fluorescence
is presence of organic compounds like flavonoids and carote-
noids10–26 while our mass spectrometric analysis showed presence
of flavonoid quercetin at high concentration. Also we do not com-

pletely rule out the possibility of the presence of other compounds,
which are at a much lower concentration and could not be detected.
As in this case, cocoon extract have major portion of quercetin, we
draw a conclusion that it is acting as a fluorophore.

Quercetin covers a major group of plant phenolics containing
around 4000 naturally occurring compounds27–30. The presence of
quercetin in silk cocoon is known since 1934 as reported by Japanese
scientist Oku10,11. This compound has a characteristic yellow
fluorescenece under UV light when it is glucosylated at 5-O posi-
tion21. In our experiments we have observed similar characteristic
fluorescence.

Another interesting feature of this family of flavonoid fluoro-
phores is that they are extremely stable against light, heat and pres-
sure. This kind of stability is logically realizable. A cocoon has to
withstand the vagaries of nature from 3 weeks to as long as 9 months,
and during this period, it needs to protect the developing new life
form1–3. Hence for it evolutionary success, it has to equip itself with
all the stable tools from the chemical arsenal of nature27–30. Fluo-
rescent flavonoids are probably, one of those potent tools in the
chemical armory of nature, which has the ability to withstand harsh
natural conditions. Hence it is not surprising to find the extremely
stable nature of these groups of fluorophores against varied intensity
of light, natural UV exposure, varying heat of tropical and sub-trop-
ical semi arid regions and pressure.

The major technological finding of this study is the use of ‘‘water
glass technology’’31–33 to extract the fluorophores from diverse group
of natural systems. This approach has the potential to speed up the
isolation, purification and screening of fluorophores, while main-
taining the functional integrity of the molecules. Surely, this techno-
logy could opens up a wide range of possibilities for developing
cheaper fluorophores from natural systems. However the mech-
anism by which water glass is acting on the cocoon membrane to
isolate the fluorophores is not clear to us. Here, we are proposing a
possible mechanism. The aqueous solution of water glass is highly
basic in nature. Such basic solution readily solublizes quercetin type
of molecules by deprotonation rendering its solubility and thus
leaching it out from the surface of cocoon. Apart from it, silicate
has the inherent ability to form complexes or adducts with the ele-
ments present on cocoon surface and this property of silicate may
help in the rapid extraction of the fluorophores.

Looking at the commercial feasibility of this fluorophore, seems it
has a potential to give rise to a new industry. At present commercial
silk cocoon industries follow a common protocol summarized in
figure 8. Structural architecture of silk cocoon is made of two pro-
teins, fibroin and sericin. Fibroin is the silk fiber which is commer-
cially available as silk, while sericin is gelatinous gummy protein
holding fibroin fibers together39. Compounds such as fluorophores
are distributed in the cocoon. Commercially silk fibers are obtained
through a degumming40 and reeling process in which cocoons are
cooked by any of the five methods given in the figure 8. This process
essentially remove the sericin, a waste product, from the silk39,40.
Degumming process also removes the fluorophore like compounds.

Table 1 | Details of commercially available biosilica staining dyes

Sr. No. Compound Name Excitation/Emission (nm) Source

1 PDMPO 329/4401 Synthetic
2 HCK-123 485/5641 Synthetic
3 NBD-N2,N3 465/5371 Synthetic
4 Methoxysilane-FITC 498/5161 Synthetic
5 Rhodamine 123 506/5281 Synthetic
6 Cocoon Fluorophore 235/420 Natural

PDMPO: 2-(4-pyridyl)-5-((4-(2-dimethylaminoethylaminocarbamoyl)methoxy)-phynyl)oxazole.
HCK: Hemopoietic cell kinase. NBD: 7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazole. FITC: Fluorescein
isothiocyanate.
1values obtained from product details supplied by Life TechnologiesTM.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Our technology of extracting and utilizing fluorophores from silk
cocoon not only reclaims an application from a waste but also keeps
silk fiber unaffected. To confirm the fluorophore extraction efficacy
of sodium silicate with respect to any of the degumming method, we
boiled cocoon in water and confirmed the presence of fluorophores
in that water. Further quantitative and qualitative studies confers
that sodium silicate based strategy is more effective. The biggest
advantage of sodium silicate based strategy is fluorophores are
extracted without a fraction of sericin impurity. Sodium silicate solu-
tion does not cause any damage to the silk fiber. The integrity of both
sericin and fibroin remain intact after brief treatment of sodium
silicate solution, while we able to extract maximum amount of fluor-
ophore. On the other hand, while boiling treatment is given to the
cocoons, a large fraction of sericin is removed along with some fluor-
ophore (Refer supplementary information, Part VI). Based on the
present industrial methodology for obtaining silk fibers we propose a
new process flow which has the potential to give rise to a commercial
biotechnological product along with silk fiber (Figure 9). Further we
are presenting an overall survey of the ‘rural economy of silk cottage
industry’ in the state of Chattishgarh, India from where we have
obtained the supply of silk cocoon. This survey has been has been

developed in consultation with ‘Directorate of Rural Industries,
Sericulture sector, Government of Chhattishgarh, Chhattishgarh,
India’ (Refer to supplementary information, Part VII). The survey
attempts to highlight the possibility of developing a new cottage
industry of silk cocoon fluorophore for bio-imaging applications.

Further, we have made a successful attempt to label the silicate
frustule of diatom with the isolated fluorophore. In this study, we
have explored one of the commercial aspects of this compound as a
dye and opened up a new commercial dimension in the existing silk
industry.

Methods
Source of cocoon. Tropical Tussar (Tussah) silk cocoons were used for this study.
These are non mulberry silk, generated by the silkworm, Antheraea mylitta.

Extraction of fluorophores from silk cocoon membrane. Obtained cocoons were
surface cleaned by blowing dry air. Cleaned cocoons were then taken into sterile
environment. Sterile condition was maintained in laminar air flow cabinet. Using a
sharp scissor cocoons were cut and the contained pupae were removed. The pupae
free cocoon membranes were further cut into small pieces of 0.5 cm 3 0.5 cm size.
For extraction studies, sterile cocoon pieces were immersed in water glass solution
and stirred using magnetic stirrer. After completion of stirring, the mixture is filtered
through whatman’s filter paper and the filtrate was collected. This filtrate was

Figure 8 | Conventional silk processing. Raw silk consist fibroin (silk fiber) and sericin (silk gum) proteins. In order to remove silk gum, cocoons are

treated with one of the five degumming solutions mentioned in the figure. In this process fluorophore get wasted along with the sericin.

Figure 9 | Proposed modern industrial process flow. Raw silk cocoons are treated with sodium silicate solution, fluorophore is leached out leaving raw

silk’s structural architecture intact. This sodium silicate extract is then separated and processed to obtain commercial fluorophore. While the sodium

silicate treated cocoons are the processes conventionally to degum the sericin and obtain commercial grade silk fiber. Using this strategy we can obtain

additional commercial product from waste without affecting the conventional integrity of the process.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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evaporated and extract powder was obtained. For purification of fluorophore extract
powder was mixed in methanol and stirred for 1 hour. After stirring suspended
extract powder was removed by a brief centrifugation. The supernatant is collected
and evaporated to get pure fluorophore. fluorophore is weighed and dissolved in
water. Fluorophore solution was stored in amber colored bottle. (Refer to
supplementary information for further details, Figure S1a, S1b).

UV spectroscopic measurements. UV-Vis spectrum of the sample used in this study
was taken by Ocean optics UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer.

Fluorescence studies. Fluorescence spectrum of each sample was obtained using
Perkin Elmer LS 55 fluorescence spectrophotometer. The fluorescence was recorded
at excitation wavelength of 235 nm and emission wavelength 420 nm.

Optimization of parameters in extraction protocol. (Supplementary information,
Figure S2a–d); All the chemicals used in this study were procured from HiMedia,
India. A stock solution of 1 M water glass was prepared and its lower concentration
solutions were prepared by diluting the stock solution. Cocoon used in the procedure
was cut into small pieces of approximately 0.5 cm 3 0.5 cm size.

Molar concentration of sodium silicate: A fixed quantity of cocoon was added to
solutions having different concentrations of water glass. Solutions of 1 M, 0.5 M,
0.25 M, 0.125 M, 0.0625 M, 0.0312 M and 0.0156 M water glass were used for this
study. All other parameters such as duration of the treatment, temperature and
cocoon quantity were kept constant.

Concentration of cocoon (w/v): Cocoon with 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5% and 6% con-
centration was used in 0.125 M water glass solution. The study was performed at
room temperature and for a fixed duration.

Duration of the treatment: Reaction was carried off 1% (w/v) of cocoon with
0.125 M water glass and was stirred on magnetic stirrer for different durations.
Duration of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours were given. All the study was conducted at room
temperature.

Thin layer chromatography. The dried extract powder was subjected to thin layer
chromatography using 95% methanol as a solvent. Thin layer of silica gel was created
using silica gel GF 254. In total 5 mg of extract powder, dissolved in water, was loaded
on the plate.

Mass spectrometry. Mass was determined using Waters-Q-TOF Premier-HAB213
electrospray ionization-mass spectrometer. It was operated at 1: TOF MS ES 1 mode.
Methanol was used as a solvent. The capillary voltage was 3 kV; cone voltage was 5 V
while and source temperature was kept 100uC.

Purification of fluorophore. Once the reaction is over the solution was filtered
through whatman filter paper. The filtrate was then completely evaporated till the
yellowish-white powder is obtained. This powder then mixed and stirred in methanol
solution for one hour. After one hour, a clear methanol solution is obtained by briefly
centrifuging the mixture. Once a clear methanol solution is obtained, it is evaporated
completely and the final product is obtained. This product is soluble in water.

Photobleaching studies. Photobleaching study study was performed using Perkin
Elmer LS 55 fluorescence spectrophotometer. The sample was excited at wavelength
of 235 nm for 3 hours continuously. The fluorescence spectrum was recorded at
420 nm.

Heat stability. Heat stability was determined by autoclaving the sample. The
temperature during autoclaving was 121uC and pressure was 15 lbs. Autoclaving was
performed for 15 minutes. The fluorescence spectrum of both samples, autoclaved
and control, were recorded.

Staining diatom silicate frustules. A pure culture of Nitzschia palea was grown and
used for this study. The detailed protocol for the culture and purification of Nitzschia
palea species of diatom has been discussed in the supplementary information, table
S1, figure S5, figure S6. The fluorophores derived from the cocoon was dissolved in
distilled water at a concentration of 5 mg per ml and used as a dye solution. Diatom
cell suspension and dye solution were mixed in the ratio of 151 and this mixture was
incubated for one hour. After incubation the mixture was heat fixed on a glass slide
and used for microscopy.

Confocal fluorescence microscopy. Two types sample were imaged in this study.
One of them was ‘control’ which had untreated diatom obtained from directly from
the culture. Second sample had fluorescently labeled diatom as discussed above.
Microscopy was performed using Leica TCS SP5 microscope. Two excitation
wavelengths, 488 nm and 543 nm, were used for the imaging.
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